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Abstract
A covariant formulation of the multiple scattering seriesfor the optical potential is
presented. We consider the case of a scalar "nucleon "interactingwith a spin zero isospin
zero A-body target through meson exchange. We show that a covariant equation for the
projectile-target-matrix can be obtained which sums the ladder and crossed ladder dia-
grams efficiently.From thisequation, a multiple scatteringseriesforthe opticalpotentialis
derived, and we show that in the impulse approximation, the two-body t-matrix associated
with the first-orderopticalpotential isthe one in which one particleiskept on mass-shell.
The meaning of various terms in the multiple scattering seriesis given and we describe
how to construct the first-orderopticalpotentialfor elasticscattering calculations.
PACS numbers: ii.80.-m, ll.80.La,24.10.Ht, 25.40.Cm

I. Introduction.
It is well known that the relativistic (Dirac equation) calculations give superior results
to the non-relativistic (NR) calculations in the case of p-nucleus elastic scattering and have
been widely used in recent calculations.(1,2) The first order optical potential used in these
calculations is the relativis_ impul_pproximation (RIA) (1) wlr_h'ls'a relativistic gener-
alization of the non-relativistic tp approximation. In the NR theory the elastic scattering
of the projectile from the target nucleus is described by an effective interaction (optical
potential) which is to be used in the Schrodinger equation, and the scattering observables
are then obtained. The optical potential itself can be expressed as an infinite series of
scattering terms, single, double etc, scatterings (hence the name multiple scattering series)
in which there are no two successive scatterings from the same target particle. By keeping
only the first _rm-of the-infinite series of the opticalpotential we obtain the first-order
optical potential. The tp approximation is achieved only after two more approximations,
namely the impulse approximation which treats the struck target nucleon as though it
were free, and the factorization approximation which assumes that the range of the in-
teraction is small compared to the size of the nucleus. The last approximation is usually
applied in order to avoid the complexities of performing the folding integral to obtain the
optical potential. The existence of a multiple scattering series for the optical potential (in
fact there are several in the literature) provides us with a means to calculate systematic
corrections to the first-order results.
In the relativistic p-_nucleus scattering calculations the effective one-body equation
is taken to be the fixed energy Dirac equation. This choice is intuitively appealing as
long as one considers the proton as an elementary fermion, but the actual validity of this
assumption is still in question. This type of question will be answered only when one has
the non-perturbative aspects of QCD under the same degree of control as in NR theories.
Now the question arises as to what effective interaction (optical potential) should be used
in the Dirac equation to describe p-nucleus scattering. As mentioned above, in all the
relativistic calculations, the optical potential used has been the RIA. (1) The RIA optical
potential is obtained by simply folding a relativistic NN amplitude with the nuclear density
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matrix. Strictly speaking, use of the ItIA is an intuitive guess guided by the non-relativistic
multiple scattering formalism, since a relativistic multiple scattering theory (RMST) has
not been available.
It is important to realize that without a multiple scattering theory the t-matrix as-
sociated with the first order optical potential cannot be unambiguously determined and
consequently the characters of the corrections to-be made to the first-order optical poten-
tial are not well defined. The absence of such a theory prevents us from making systematic
corrections, such as Pauli blocking, in a consistent manner. Therefore it is highly desirable
to have a RMST. Probably the most appropriate approach might be to apply the methods
of field theory to the problem. But the development of the RMST in this direction has
been hampered by the problems arising in the treatment of the interacting many-body
ground state,(s) description of the residual interaction between the projectile particle and
the target constituents, and many other obstacles not ehcountered in the NR theory.
In this work we take a less formai but more intuitive approach and describe the
projectile nucleus scattering problem in a meson exchange model. A brief account of this
work has already been given.(4) In this paper we will developed the ideas reported there
in more detail.
From the beginning, we would like to make it clear that our aim is to derive a multiple
scattering theory for the projectile nucleus scattering, in the context of meson exchange.
We will not consider the full implication of the formal field theoretical treatment of the in-
teracting many-body problem, which is admittedly very difficult. We develop an approach
which permits the standard multiple scattering techniques of NR theory to be applied
with slight modification. We ignore the full complications of antisymmetry required by
the Pauli principle and also ignore the spin part of the problem. We do not assume any
particular form of equation for the projectile-nucleus t-matrix, but begin with the most
obvious fact that the t-matrix is obtained by summing an infinite set of diagrams in which
the projectile is interacting with the target particles through meson exchange. Although it
seems much less complicated than the formal field theoretical approach it has its share of
problems, such as the appearance of spurious singularities and the necessity for judicious
treatment of the crossed meson diagrams. In this work we show how & RMST can be
formulated within the context of meson exchange, unambiguously determine the t-matrix
associated with the optical potential, and show that under the impluse approximation
the t-matrix to be used in the first-order optical potential is the solution of a relativistic
two-body, equation in which one particle is kept on its mass-shell.
This paper is arranged as follows. In section H the derivation of a multiple scattering
series of the op_icalpe_ential is-reviewed,-fcrltowing the approach of Wats_rn.(5_'_in section
III.A it is shown how the crossed meson diagrams should be treated together with the box
diagram for the case where the intermediate state target is in the ground state. In III.B
the complications that arise in the case of intermediate target excited states are discussed,
and it is shown how to handle the box and crossed box diagrams in this case. In subsection
III.C a covariant equation for the projectile-target t-matrix is presented and it is shown
how a multiple scattering series for the optical potential can be derived, The meaning
of-various terms in,he multiple _ca_tering series are discussed, and it is shown that the
most appropriate two-body t-matrix to be used in the first-order optical potential under
the impulse approximation is the one calculated from a covariant equation in which one
particle is kept on the mass-shell. A general discussion and conclusion follows.
II. Non-relativistic Formalism.
In this section the non-relativistic multiple scattering formalism is reviewed. The ap-
proach of Watson (s) is followed, since it is more closely related to our relativistic formalism
than the more commonly used KMT(e) method. Since we are interested in deriving a rel-
ativistic multiple scattering series for the optical potential, we will bypass the multiple
scattering treatment of the t-matrix and will concentrate, in the present section, on the
multiple scattering analysis(T) of the non-relativistic optical potential.
We begin with a total Hamiltonian H for the projectile-nucleus system given by
H -- H0 + V (2.1)
with
H0 -- HA + h0 (2.2)
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and
A
i=. 1 i<i
A
(2.3)
V -- _ vi (2.4)
Notice that thetotal Hamiltoniah H is separated into two parts, the unperturbed Hamil-
tonian H0 and the residual interaction V. It is the separability of H into H0 and 1/, which
permits the derivation of a multiple scattering formalism. The residual interaction V is
taken to be the sum of the two-body interactions between the projectile particle _0 "and
the target particle "i ". The unperturbed Hamiltonian Ho is written as the sum of the
target Hamiltonian HA and h0, the kinetic energy operator for the projectile. In NR for-
malism, the target HamUtonian is just the kinetic energy operators of the target particles
pIu_ the sum of their pair interactions.
The separation of the total Hamiltonian in Eq(2.1) implies that we have some means in
finding the solution to the target Hamiltonian HA. Therefore in Nit theory the complexities
of the A-body problem are separated from the rest at the very beginning. Now write the
Lippmann-Schwinger equation for the projectile-nucleus t-matrix in operator form as
T = V + VGoT (2.5)
with
o0 = [E - Ho+ (2.e)
Here Go is the unperturbed Greens function and the iV prescription has been used to in-
corporate the outgoing boundary condition. The many-body nature of Eq(2.5) is apparent
since the propagator Go involves the target Hamiltonian HA.
For elastic scattering problems it is useful to introduce an effective one-body potential
(optical potential). The optical potential is defined as the potential that describes the
passage of a projectile through the nucleus with the nucleus treated as a passive medium
i.e the nucleus is treated as though it cannot be excited. To accomplish this, first define
a projection operator P which projects onto the ground state of the target and Q which
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projects onto the excited states of the target including the break-up states. Therefore,
P+Q=I (2.7)
where
P = I¢o>< ¢ol
..
and ]¢0 > is the target ground state. Now Eq(2.5) can be rewritten as
(2.s)
T = U + UPGoPT (2.o)
U = V + VQGoQU (2.10)
The U appearing in these equations is the optical potential operator and Eq(2.9) together
with Eq(2.10) are equivalent to Eq(2.5). _
Since we are dealing with strong interactions, it is impractical to solve Eq(2.10) for
U as it stands. It is at this point that the multiple scattering approach provides us with
a big advantage. We may express U as _'_A=Z U_ and rewrite Eq(2.10) as
A
Ui = v, + v, QG_o.Q Z ui"
i=1
Now define the Watson r operator as
(2.11)
ri = vi + viQGoQr_ (2.12)
and observe that Eq(2.11) can be written in terms of r
U_ = ri + r_QGoQ Z Ui" (2.13)
Summing over the index i in the last equation gives the Watson multiple scattering series
for the optical potential operator
A A
i=I i=I i#i
(2.14)
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Notice that Eq(2.14) is an infinite series in r instead of the two-body interactions
v as in Eq(2.10). Each term of Eq(2.14) can be interpreted as single scattering, double
scattering and so on, hence the name multiple scattering series. By keeping only the first
term of the series we obtain the first-order Watson optical potential
A
= (2.15)
iffil
The operator r is not the free two-body t-matrix because of the many-body propagator
in Eq(2.12), but related to it by
r = t + t(QGoQ -g)r
where the free two-body t-matrix is defined as
(2.16)
t.=. v + vgt (2.17)
with ¢ the free two-body propagator. For high projectile incident energies one usually
approximates r by t (impluse approximationff)) and obtains for the first-order Watson
impluse approximation optical potential
A
v']== t, (2.1s)
i----1
We can also rewrite Eq(2.14) in terms of the free two-body t-matrix , t
U = Z t, + Z t,(QGoQ - g)br, + Z tiQGoQUi (2.19)
As we have mentioned above the first term in Eq(2.19) gives the first-order impulse approx-
imation optical potential. The second term can be interpreted as the propagator correction
term. This term originates from the fact that we have written the optical potential in terms
of the free t-matrix t instead of r. For high projectile energies the differences between t
and r become negligible and the impulse approximation should give good results. The
last term represents the multiple scattering terms. For NR scattering calculations the t-
matrix appearing in Eq(2.19) can be obtained from Eq(2.17) by employing a choice of v,
for example the Reid potential, or by fitting the NN experimental data directly by using
an appropriate functional form. After the choice for the t-matrix is made, solving Eq(2.17)
together with Eq(2.9) is just a technicality.
III. Relativistic Formalism
t
In the last section we reviewed the non-relativistic multiple scattering formalism and
outlined how a multiple scattering series for the optical potential can be obtained. We
pointed out that the key feature that enables us to construct a multiple scattering series
is the separability of the total Hamiltonian into an unperturbed Hamiltonian describing
the free projectile-target system and the residual interaction which is the sum of the two-
body interactions between the projectile and the target particles. Unfortunately, there
is no analogous procedure in the relativistic case. FirSt of all, one cannot naively write
the target Hamiltonian as the sum of the Dirac HamUtonians plus the sum of two-body
interactions, since the Hamiltonian written in this manner does not have a lower bound. (3)
In order to treat the projectile target scattering consistently in a relativistic formalism one
needs to resort to a field theoretical approach.
In this work we take a less ambitious rouZe and show that a relativistic multiple
scattering series can be formulated in the context of a relativistic meson exchange model.
In the following we will consider a scalar "nucleon "interacting with an A-body spin zero
iso-spin zero target where the interaction between the projectile and the target is described
by meson exchange. Since we do not assume any particular form of equation for the
projectile target t-matrix, we will start from the most obvious fact that it can be obtained
by summing all possible meson exchange diagrams of the projectile target system. A
minimal set of meson exchange diagrams required for any such theory is the set of ladder
and crossed ladder diagrams. In the limit when the heavy target becomes infinitely massive,
this set reduces to a one-body equation for the lighter particle moving in an instantaneous
potential produced by the heavier particle (the one body limit(s)), and at high energies
gives the eikonal approximation to scattering(9). In this work we seek a theory in which
these relativistic ladder and crossed ladder diagrams are summed efficiently.
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In Fig.1 the target is representedby a double line, the dash lines represent the ex-
changed particle (meson) and the solid line represents the projectile. For the intermediate
states the target can be in its ground state, denoted by n = 0, or in excited states, r_ _ 0
, which includes the break-up states. The notation is very compact; each diagram in Fig.1
actually represents a set of diagrams which can be obtained by opening up the bubbles at
the meson-target vertices. For example the set of diagran_ contained in the box, Fig.lb
and crossed-box, Fig.lc diagrams are shown explicitly in Figs 2 and 3.
In our view, the solution of the relativistic problem in the meson exchange approxi-
mation is equivalent to finding an integral equation which sums all of the diagrams shown
in Fig.1. The construction of such an equation confronts us with three problems. The
first problem, which does not occur in the non-relativistic case, is the appearance of the
crossed meson diagrams. These and all other irreducible diagrams (i.e those which cannot
be separated in to two pieces by a llne which intersects _nly the projectile and the target)
will be included in the kernel of the integral equation. The second problem concerns the
treatment of excited states. All diagrams, except for the one meson exchange term, include
terms in which the target propagates in an excited state. A third problem is that each
diagram includes terms in which the projectile may interact with two or more different
target particles (multiple scattering). In this section, we will first discuss how the crossed
diagrams are handled, and then discuss the complications arising from the occurance of
excited states.
A. Cancellation between the Box and Crossed Box diagrams.
We know from the two-body problem that the ladder sum does not give a good
approximation to the true solution of the Bethe-Salpeter equation. There is no reason to
believe that it would be otherwise here. In fact, in the two-body problem the box diagram
and the crossed box diagram tend to cancel, showing that it is unjustified to neglect crossed
meson diagrams.
In this section we show that the cancellations between the box diagram and the cross-
box diagram still occur in the case of projectile nucleus scattering. In order to demonstrate
this cancellation, we perform the integration over the relative energy for the intermediate
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states.
In Fig.4 the box diagram, Fig.lb, and the crossed box diagram, Fig.lc, are redrawn
and the 4-momentum variablesfor each internal particle are labeled. For our purpose
now, itissumcient to consider the target as a structurelessparticleas shown in Fig.4. By
employing standard Feynman rules the box and crossed box diagrams of Fig.4 are given
by the following exi_'essions.
io" d3k'dp'o[__- (e(k)-¢0)2- #_]-2 (3.1)
M(4B ) _ ig 4 dak'dP'o[W a - (e(k) - p_o) a - ir/] -2 (3.2)
where the total four momenta in the c.m is
p + P = (W,O) = f +P' = p" +P"
and the three momenta and the on-shell energies are defined as
p =-P = k ; q = p - p' +p"; p' =-P' =k l
=(/z 2+(k'-k)2) I/2 ; ¢(k) = (m 2+k_) I/2; En(k) - (M_+k2) I/2
We assume forward scattering, i.e k = k", so that the meson poles become double poles.
The external particles are taken to be on their mass-shell.
Figure 5a and 5b show the locations of the poles (when [k[ and [k' i are small) for the
box diagram and crossed box diagram, respectively. We will evaluate the box and crossed
box diagrams by using the residue theorem. In the following expressions the superscript
on M distinguishes between the box and the crossed box diagrams, the subscript is for the
type of pole under consideration, and the letters U(upper half plane) and L(for lower half
plane) are used to remind us how the contour is closed. For example M_4A (U, n : 0) means
the negative energy projectile pole (-p) contribution from the fourth-order box diagram
(4A) for n = 0, and the integration contour is closed in the upper half plane.
Evaluate the box diagram for n = 0. Close the contour in the upper half plane and
pick up the target positive energy pole, double meson pole and the projectile negative pole.
4AM'A(U,n=O)= M_(_,n =O)+ M'.ACU,n =O)+ M'__(U,n= O)
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where we have used the sub-script lr suggestively for the meson double pole contribution.
These contributions axe
M_(u,,, = o)-
M.'A(_,.= 0)=
4AMzp(u,.= o)=
g4 [ d3k'[uJ 2 - (Eo(k') - Eo(k))2] -2
/ [2EoCk')l[e2 (k ') - (e(k) + Eo(k) - Eo(k')) 2]
g4 [ dSk'[A- B]
(2_r)3-] 4wa_a(k') - (e(k) -w)a]2[Eo2(k' ) - (Eo(k) + w)2]2
g4 / d3k,(2_-) s [w 2 - (e(k) + ¢(k'))2[2e_;)T[E_(k ') -(W + e(k')) 2 ]
where
A = [E_(k')- CEoCk)+ w)2]{[e2Ck')- Ce(k)- _)21+ _(.(k) - _)}
B = 2_(EoCk)+ _)[.2(k')- (.(k) - w)21
For the crossed box diagram We close the Contour m the lower half plcue for all n and
pick up the double meson poles and negative energy projectile cud target poles.
4B 4BM'8(L,.)= M;8(L,.)+ M'_.(L,n)+ M_r(L,-)
The individua/pole contributions axe
M,a(L,. ) = g' / d_k'[F + G](2,,), 4_[,2(q) - (,(k) - _,)212[E_(k,) - (Eo(k) - _,)212
4a g4 [ d3 k ,
M_.(L,.)= (2-_-)'J [w2-(,Ck)+eCq))2]2[2,Cq)l[E.n(k')-CE.(k)-.(k)-.(q))21
4B gi dSk'[_2 - (Eo_) + E,,(k'))']-' ,
mr.t_(z,,n)= (2%-),/ [e2(q)--(e_-_ -_.(k )1
where
F = [E.'Ck')- (_.(k)-w)2]{[,2(q)_ ,(k)-_)21+_(.(k)-_)}
o : 2_(_o(k)- _)[e2(,) - (.(k) - _)21
At this stage one could show that, at threshold, the domincut contribution of the box
diagram for, = 0 comes from the positive energy target pole cud the meson poles give the
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second largest contribution. For the crossed box diagram, the meson pole contribution is
the dominant one and is nearly equal to the meson pole contribution from the box diagram
but with a relative negative sign. Since we are interested in other energies beside threshold,
we evaluate the various pole contributions without any further approximations. The only
restriction is forward scattering.
Figure G-demonstrates the cancei|ation between the box diagram aYtd"the crossed
box diagram. The dashed line is (M 4A + M4A)/M._[, the absolute magnitude of the
x --p
ratio of the sum of negative energy projectile pole and meson pole contribution to the
positive energy target pole contribution for n = 0. The dotted line is the ratio of all
the pole contributions from the crossed box to the positive energy target pole of the box
diagram. These two lines lie practically on top of each other. Finally, the solid line is
](M4_ A + M 4A + M4B)/M_._[ which is the ratio of the sum of the full crossed box and
negative energy-projectile pole-plus-the meson poles of the box diagram to the positive
energy pole of the box diagram. In these calculations, the target mass is taken to be
M0 = 16m, where m is the mass of the projectile particle and the meson mass is taken to
be # = m/7. This figure shows that, when the target is in the ground state (n = 0), the
poles of the box diagram, which remain after the target is put on-shell, and the crossed
box diagram, are each of the order of 10 - 30%.of the leading M_._, term, and hence are
far from being negligible. However, when the box and crossed box are taken together, an
excellent cancellation occurs, as shown by the solid line for the energy range shown. After
the cancellation, the positive energy target pole clearly dominates, and whatever is left
over is less than 0.3% of this dominant contribution.
If the projectile is put on mass-shell, instead of the target, the ratio of the correction
from the box and the crossed box to the leading term would be ](M4__ +M 4A +M 4B)/M._ [,
and this is the dotdashed line shown in Fig.6. This result shows that the cancellation
between the box and crossed box diagrams is not as complete when the projectile is on-
shell, but still quite good. The terms which remain are now between 1 - 4% of the leading
term, an order of magnitude larger, then when the target is on-shell.
Figure 7 shows the A dependence of these cancellations. The legend of the curves
mean the same as in Fig.6, but they are shown as functions of the target mass M0 - Am,
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where the binding energy is neglected. The projectile lab kinetic energy is fixed at I
GeY. As can be seen from the solid line, if the target is on-shell the cancellations become
better as A increases, and exact cancellation occurs when A --* co. As shown by the solid
line, this is an excellent approximation even for light nuclei. If the projectile is on-shell
the cancellation does not improve as A --* c¢, reflecting the fact that, in this case, the
cancellation depends on the_properties of the projectile and not on the target.
The above results suggest that, when the target is in the ground state, it is an excellent
approximation to keep only the positive energy target pole for the intermediate states,
which is equivalent to keeping the ground state target on its mass-shell in all intermediate
states. The cancellation is less complete and the approximation less accurate for realistic
cases with spin and charge exchange, so that it is desirable, in the general case, to include
(at least in principle) these extra terms as higher order corrections to the kernel (they
become part of Y_in Eq.(3.5) as described below). -_
The alternative approach of putting _he projectile on shell has been seen to be less
well justified; the additional correction terms are larger and do not decrease as A --* co.
We believe that this analysis provides a satisfactory motivation for using a fixed energy
Dirac equation, in which the projectile is off-shell and the target is on-shell, to describe
elastic nucleon-nucleus scattering.
B. Treatment of the Excited states
In this subsection we will consider how to treat the intermediate target excited states.
It would be tempting to say that the same approximation that we have advocated in the
case of n = 0 should work here also, and that the excited state of the target should be put
on mass-shell. But for n _ 0 , further complications may arise because of the so called
dissolution singularities.(I°)
The dksoulution singularities are spurious singularities which arise when a highly
excited heavy target is put on its mass-shell. To see how they come about, consider
putting the excited target on its mass-shell in the expression for the box diagram i.e
lena (k ') - (W - p'0) a - i,l-' --* 2zi 6(pp° - (W - EnCk')))2B.Ck,)
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The projectile propagator in Eq(3.1) can be factorized into
[e2(k ,) - p'21-1 -- leek') + (W - E,(k'))]-1[e(k ') - (W - E,,(k'))] -1
In the last expression we see that there are two singularities, one at W = e(k') + En(k')
which is the usual elastic cut and the other one at W = En(k _) - e(k') which is the
dissolution singularity. This'second singularity is"spurious because itdoes not occur when
the diagram is calculated exactly. (It can be shown that it is cancelled by a similar
singularity in the M/__A term.) When n = 0, this singularity occurs at W - E0 - e, which
is way below threshold and hence not of importance. However, when the intermediate
state is highly excited (n _ 0), the singularity can move into the physical region and is a
cause for concern. It has been an obstacle in developing a RMST.
To see when this singularity becomes potentially dangerous, study the locations of
the poles in the box diagram, Fig.5a. By approximatl_ng W _ ._iro + m (threshold) and
taking [k'[ to be small so that e(k') _ m and E,,(k') _. Mn, we see that the negative
energy projectile pole and the positive energy target pole are separated by an amount
M0 - -_n + 2m in the upper half plane. As _Irn increases, the positive energy target
pole moves towards the negative energy projectile pole and when the excitation energy
of the target reaches 2m the poles touch and _ singularity arises. In this situation it
i's clearly not a good approximation to take one of these poles and Uneglect "the other.
In addition to these spurious singularities in the projectile propagator, there are other
spurious singularities arising from the meson propagators when the excited state target
is put on its mass-shell. For calculational purposes these meson singularities are even
worse than the ones from the projectile propagator since they can arise for relatively low
excitation energies. At threshold they will appear when the excitation energy reaches the
meson mass.
The situation in the lower half plane (Fig 5a) is different. As En increases the neg-
ative energy target pole moves away from the positive energy projectile pole. To see this
explicitly we put the projectile on its mass-shell in Eq(3.1):
[e2(k ,) _ p,_]-I ...+ 21ri6(P 2e(ketlk'))
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and the target propagator is now
[_(k')- (W- P'o)]-*= [_Ck')- CW - .(k'))]-_[E.Ck')+ (W- ,(k')))-_
and exhibits no spurious singularities in the physical region. It can easily be seen that
meson propagators do not have any such singularities either.
The above analysis suggests that, when we evaluate the expression (3.1) for n = 0, we
should close the contour in the upper half plane (to obtain the best approximation), but
for n _ 0 we should close the contour in the lower half plane to eliminate the problem of
spurious singularities.
We now study the accuracy of this prescription by evaluating the box diagram for
r_ _ 0 by closing the contour in the lower half plane. The contributions come from the
positive energy projectile pole, double meson pole and negative energy target pole.
M'"CL,n/-0)= M_CL,,__ o)+ M.'"CL,,_/.0)+ _'__,(r.,,,# 0)
The contribution from these poles is
4A g4 /. dSk,
M_p(L,n :f-0) = (2_')3 J (co2 - (e(k) - e(k'))2]a[2e(k')][E_(k')- (W - e(k'))2]
4,4 g4 / de k,M'_T(L,n _ O) - (2_.)s [_2 _ (Eo(k) -I-EnCk'))nl2(e2CW) - (W -I-EnCk'))2][2EnCk')]
where
M.4A(tr,,_# 0)= g4 f dSk'[C + D]
(2z') s / 4w3[e2(k ') - (eCk) -t- _)212(E_(k') - (Eo(k) - w)2]2
c = [E.2(k')-(Eo(k)-_,)2l{[e2Ck')-(e(k)+ _,)2)__(e('.)+ _,)}
D = _(EoCk) -_)[e2Ck') - (e(k) + _)'1
In Fig.8 calculations of the w _ 0 cases are shown. The dash line is the ratio of
the sum of the meson polesCbox) and target negative energy poleCbox) to the positive
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energy projectile pole(box) i.e ](M4__ + M_A)/M._[. The dotted line shows the ratio of
the crossed box diagram to the positive energy pole of the box diagram. The solid line
is [(M 4B + M4_ + M4A)/M_A[ which is the ratio of the sum of the full crossed box and
the negative target pole(box) plus meson poles(box) to the positive energy projectile pole.
For this calculation the target mass and the meson mass are the same as the n = 0 case,
and the excitation _mergy.of the _;arget is taken to be Am - m_100. As in_xe n - 0 case,
the cancellations between the box and the crossed box still occur to a very large extent,
although the cancellation is not as good as in the previous case. It can be seen that, after
the cancellation, the leftover terms in the energy range shown are less than 4% of the
dominant projectile positive energy pole contribution.
In Fig.0 the curves mean the same as in Fig.S, but are shown as the function of target
excitation energy with the projectile lab kinetic energy fixed at 1 GeV. As before the solid
line shows the net result and it is seen that the cancellation becomes better as the excitation
energy increases. This is a good signature, since as the excitation energy becomes higher,
the one particle knockout term, which is the dominant inelastic contribution at medium
energies, will become more important, and it is advantageous to have the cancellations
improve as these contributions become larger.
The above analysis suggests that for the intermediate target excited states, keeping
the positive energy projectile pole of the box diagram provides us with a very good ap-
proximation and at the same time avoids the spurious singularities that would arise by
putting the excited target on the mass-shell.
C. Multiple Scattering Series for the Optical Potential.
In the above subsections, we have discussed the cancellations between the box and the
crossed box diagrams for both n = O and n _ 0. We have concluded that, because of the
excellent cancellations between these diagrams, we should keep the target on the mass-shell
for n = 0, and that for n _ 0 we can avoid spurious singularities and still have a very
good approximation if the projectile is kept on mass-shell. Note that these approximations
are obtained by considering the box and crossed box together. If one considered the box
diagram only, these approximations would not be as good, as can be seen by the dashed
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curvesof Figs 6 and 8.
We now follow the suggestion provided by the last two subsections and write an
integral equation for the projectile-target t-matrix in the following form:
(3.3)
where G_ffi 0 is the propagator fo_'the target in ifs ground state "and on its mass-shell, G_ 0
is the propagator for the target in its excited states with the projectile on mass-shell, and
P and Q are target ground state and excited state projection operators, respectively. V is
the sum of all irreducible meson exchange contributions, where now all diagrams, or parts
of diagrams, which do not have the target on mass-shell when n = 0, or the projectile on
mass-shell when n _ 0, are irreducible. This means that Y is now the sum of all one meson
exchange contributions between the projectile and the target (with target on mass-shell if
n =0 and projectile on mass-shell if n -_ 0) plus the_crossed meson exchange diagrs.z_s
and contributions from ladder diagrams coming from meson and negative energy poles.
This definition of V is illustrated in Fig. 10. Since these latter terms tend to cancel ( we
demonstrated this only to 4 tk order in the previous section, but we believe it to be true
also to higher orders), _" is well approximated by one meson exchange diagrams only.
Equation (3.3) is the first m_or result of this paper. It is a three dimensional covariant
equation for the projectile-target t-matrix. If the irreducible diagrams are neglected the
driving term of this equation, _', assumes a very simple form. It is the sum of one meson
exchanges between the projectile and the target particles. The special feature of this
equation is that it has two three dimensional propagators in which the target is on mass-
shell when the target is in the ground state and the projectile is on mass-shell when the
target is in an excited state.
In the following we will show how a multiple scattering series for the optical poten-
tial that corresponds to Eq(3.3) can be obtained. By employing the projection operator
method, we can rewrite Eq(3.3) as coupled equations:
0 = f/+  /Qa #oQO = + OQa'.,,oQ , (3.4b)
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HereU is our optical potential operator and we seek a multiple scattering series expression
for this operator. It should be noted that Eqs(3.4) are three-dimensional equations. The
first one Eq(3.4a) is the effective one-body equation for the projectile, and for a fermion
projectile it becomes the fixed energy Dirac equation.
A multiple scattering series for the optical potential will be derived in a manner very
similar to the NR theory. First write _" as
= ÷ (3.5)
Where Oi are the one meson exchange diagrams describing the interaction of the projectile
and the i th nucleon of the target and V_ is the sum of all the irreducible diagrams described
above.
Next, as in the NR theory, we write _" = _-_i _'i and obtain
o,-- +,;-:)+
i i i,j
(3.6)
We have defined _'Z = Sr'/A. In the above equation, and in the following, the projection
operators P and Q are suppressed. It is to be understood that P goes with G_= o and
Q goes with G_ 0. Adding and subtracting the quantity Y_i _ig_/i and dropping the sum
over i gives
J J
(3.7)
where we have introduced a new propagator g whose properties are not specified at this
stage. Taking the second term on the RHS of Eq(3.7) to the LHS and operating from the
left with the inverse of (i - £_ig) gives
O_ e_+_-'_- P= ti(G._ o
where we have defined ti and Oi as
- 9_i,j)Uj + _i(1 + E Gen_oUj )
J
ti =Oi+Oigti (3.s)
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Resumming over the index _ gives
o,= + o,go, (3.0)
0---- _ t'_+ _ t_(G_, o -g)_r_ + _/_G_#oO j + _--_[_,(1+ _ G_,o_rj) ] (3.10)
Equation (3.10) k our multiple scattering seriesfor the optical potential, and it k the
second major resultof thispaper. Itshould be compared with the NR analogue Eq(2.19).
The firstterm of this seriescan be interpreted as the singlescattering term for the
optical potential. The second term is the propagator correction term which obviously
depen& on our choice of the propagator g. The thirdterm on the RHS of (3.10) corresponds
to multiple scattering corrections and they are directly related to two, three etc. particle
correlations and can be assumed to be small in the first approximation. The last term
includes iterations of the irreducible diagrams with the one meson exchange terms. As
• o
previously explained, the contributions from these diagrams are small compared to the
ones that we have kept, and are negligible in the first approximation.
Keeping the first term only gives a single scattering approximation for the optical
potential. The propagator g has not yet been specified. In principle, one could use any
convenient t-matrix for the _"operator in Eq(3.10) as long as we are willing to incorporate
the corrections represented by the rest of the terms in Eq(3.10). In practice one usually
keeps only the first term of the series and the judicious choice of g is then essential.
Under normal conditions, the second term gives the largest correction to the single
scattering approximation, and we therefore should pay the greatest attention to thk term.
We would like to choose our propagator g so that thk correction k minimal. Thk can
be accomplished by choosing the propagator g as shown in Fig.11 . In this figure, both
the heavy A - I cluster and the projectile are kept on their mass-shell.01) In the medium
energy range the terms represented by the sum _ _'_QGPn_0Qt'_ are dominated by the one
nucleon knockout term and our choice of g described above would exactly cancel these
dominant inelastic contributions and ensure that they are exactly accounted for in the
t-matrix itself given by Eq(3.8). Restricting the A - 1 cluster to the mass-shell ensures
cluster separability of the remaining two-nucleon system.(12)
2O
With this choice of g, Eq(3.8) for ti in the NN subspace reduces to the one particle
on mass-shell (spectator) equation previously introduced by one of us.(lS) The projection
of ti onto this subspace will be denoted by ti. The only diiTerence between ti and the free
two-body t-matrix is the shift in the total energy of the two-body subspace due to the
motion of the free A - 1 cluster. In analogy with the NR theory, this choice of g can be
viewed as the "Impluse Approximatioa "_hoice_-g in o_ theory. Tkespectator Eq(3.8)
is shown diagrammatically in Fig.12.
We conclude that the most appropriate t-matrix to be used in the optical potential
should be calculated from a covariant three-dimensional equation for two particles in which
one particle is kept on its mass-shell. This choice will minimize the leading correction to
the multiple scattering series Eq(3.10).
The last step is to carry out the necessary projections to obtain final equations for
elastic scattering in.the impulse approximation. The elastic scattering scattering amplitude
is T = PTP, which satisfies the equation
T
T = U + UG.=oT (3.11)
where U = P[JP. Equation (3.11) is just the projection of Eq(3.4a). In the single scattering
approximation,
0 = (3.12)
i
where _i is the operator satisfying (3.8), or alternatively,
= + (3.85)
Using both (3.8) and (3.8b) we obtain an alternative equation for [i
fi = _i + £_igOi + £_ig_ig£}i (3.13)
If we define vi(ti) to be the projection of 0i(_'i) on to the subspace of states connected to
g, the first-order optical potential in the impulse approximation is finally obtained as
UzTM _'_[POiP P£_igf}iP P£_igtigf_iP]A = _ PtiP = + +
i i
(3.14a)
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where
t_ =v_+vigt_=u_-t-t_gu;
Note that (3.14b) is equivalent to the two-boby equation with the projectileon shell,as
described above and illustratedin Fig.12 and (3.14a) tellshow allfour legs of this two-
body t-matrix are extrapolated off-shellfor use in the optical potential. Note that _, has
allfour legs off-shell( and includes a delta function in the A - 1 spectator coordinates),
but isidenticalto t_ifone particleison-shell in the initialand finalstate ( and the delta
finctionin the A - 1 coordinates is dropped). Furthermore, no further equation must be
solved to obtained it;it isobtained directlyfrom t_ by quadrature; Eq(3.14a). Equation
(3.14a) is illustratedin Fig.13; its4th order contribution was already encountered in one
of the terms in Fig.2.
IV. Discussion and Conclusion
In this paper we have considered a covariant formalism for projectile-target scattering
in the context of meson exchange, and have shown that a multiple scattering series for
the optical potential can be derived. We do not claim that we have derived a RMST
starting from a field theoretical Lagrangian, but we do claim that we have derived a
multiple scattering theory in a covariant manner. Every step of our derivation is manifestly
covariant and the end result, the t-matrLx associated with the impulse approximation
optical potential, must also be calculated from a relativistically covariant equation.
In conclusion, we will restate what we have accomplished in this paper. In the context
of meson exchange we have derived a covariant equation for the projectile nucleus t-matrix
Eq(3.3). This equation was derived by considering the cancellations between the box and
crossed box diagrams and we have also shown how the spurious singularities can be avoided.
We then derived a multiple scattering series for the optical potential and showed, in the
impulse approximation, that the t-matrix associated with the optical potential is to be
calculated from a relativistic three dimensional equation in which one particle is kept on
its mass-sheU. We also described how the fully off-shell extension of this t-matrix Eq(3.8)
can be calculated from a quadrature, Eq(3.14a). We emphasize that our development
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leadsto a precisedefinition of the t-matrix to be usedin the impluse approximation of the
first-order optical potential. This is the principal differencebetween our result and the
ItlA ascommonly used. The t-matrix is to be obtained from a one-particle on mass-shell
equation. Henceintermediate states with both nucleons in negative energy states can not
occur, except at the "end points ", as illustrated in Fig.13. This result is obtained from a
careful analysis of meson exchange diagrams, and seems to be the most appropriate for the
problem of elastic nucleon-nucleus scattering. Numerical tests support this approach. It
has been found that the contributions from channels in which both nucleons are in negative
energy states is negligible.(14) The amplitudes calculated from Eq(3.14b) have been used in
an analysis of p-4° Ca elastic scattering(14,15) and excellent agreement with experimental
data has been obtained. Differences between ours and that of Tjon and Wallace (1) were
visible, but not large.
Since our first order impluse approximation optical potential is derived from a multiple
scattering theory, it is possible to make "systematic corrections to the first order calcula-
tions. We first intend to calculate the four leg off-shell t-matrix from the quadrature
equation Eq(3.14a) and then evaluate other corrections. For example the double scatter-
ing correction term can be calculated in a straight forward manner as in the NR theory.
Calculation of two-particle correlation functions, in a relativistically consistent manner,
will be an obstacle. In the first approximation, one could treat the excited state target
as a noD.relativistic object and neglect the small contributions from the negative energy
propagation. In this approximation the second order (double scattering terms) in the ex-
pansion of the optical potential can be calculated in a standard manner by employing the
t-matrix obtained from the spectator equation.
Finally we point out that we have not considered the problem of antisymmetry between
the projectile and the target particles, nor the self consistent treatment of the A-body
target state. We have also i_uored the complications due to spin. It is very likely that
the projectUe-target antisymmetry can be closely approximated by the Takeda-Watson (is)
prescription used in NR calculations.
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Figure Captions
Fig 1 The projectile target t-matrix is shown as the sum of all meson exchange processes
up to the six order diagrams. The single line represents the projectile and the double
line represents the target. The dashed lines are the exchanged mesons. Fig la is the one
meson exchange term, lb is the box and lc the crossed box. In the fourth and higher order
diagrams, all possible intermediate target states are summed:
Fig 2 Figure ib is redrawn by opening up the bubbles at the meson-target vertices. The
sum is over the target particles.
Fig 3 Figure lc is redrawn by opening up the bubbles at the meson-target vertices. The
sum is over the target particles.
Fig 4 Figure Ib and Ic are redrawn with explicit labels for the projectile and the target
momenta.
Fig 5 The pole structures of the box diagram (4a) and the crossed box diagram (4b) are
shown in the complex p_ plane. The circled dots represent the double meson poles.
Fig 6 The cancellations between the box diagram and the crossed box diagram are shown
for r_ - 0. The target mass is taken to be M0 --- 16m where m is the mass of the projectile.
See the discussion in the text.
Fig 7 The target ma_ dependence of the cancellation is shown for n = 0. The projectile
lab kinetic energy is taken to be 1 GeV. See the discussion in the text.
Fig 8 The cancellations between the box diagram and the crossed box diagram are
shown for n _ 0. M0 is the same as Fig 6 and the excitation energy Am --- m/lO0. See
the discussion in the text.
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Fig 9 Cancellations for n _ 0 shown as a function of excitation energy. See the discussion
in the text.
Fig 10 Diagrams which contribute to V are shown to fourth order. The first term
is the one meson exchange term. The rest of the diagrams are the irreducible diagrams
as defined in the text. The dotted circle on a line indicates tha_t the diagram is to be
calculated without the on-shell contribution for the projectile(target). These irreducible
diagrams as a whole are defined as _l in Eq(3.5).
Fig 11 The optimum choice of the propagator g of Eq(3.8). The projectile and the A - 1
cluster are both on the mass-shell, indicated by a cross. This choice of g minimizes the
leading correction term (the second term of Eq(3.10) ).
Fig 12 The specator (one particle on-shell) equation is shown diagrammetically. The
croeses on a line mean that the particle is on the mass-shell.
Fig 13 This figure represents the quadrature equation Eq(3.14a). The fully off-shell
t-matrix _ is shown by an open oval. The shaded oval is the spectator t-matrix of Eq(3.8).
The first term on the RHS is the fully off-shell version of one meson exchange contribution
used in Eq(3.8).
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